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ABSTRACT

Work stress becomes a common problem faced by employees in many organizations today. In almost all cases, the responsibilities of expatriates in emerging countries will be larger than they are used to overseeing. It affects employees mental and physical health in the long run affects organization performance. This research studies on three dimensions that influence work stress among the expatriates which are workload, role conflict and interpersonal relationship at work. The expatriates in the company which come from ages range from 25 to 45 years old and from different races, culture and region which consists of Asia, Africa, America, Europe and Middle Eastern. Data is collected through a questionnaire distributed to 50 expatriates in the PCSB Malaysia using stratified sampling. Result of the present study showed that the significant correlation relationship between factors of work stress and work stress. This study also used regression backward analysis in order to identify which factor is most significant to work stress among expatriates in PCSB Malaysia. This study is said to be beneficial to the company especially as they are currently facing high level of job stress. It will help them gain awareness on the main factor of their work stress and in turn help them to manage the condition from getting worse. Recommendations for future research are also having been discussed.
CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background of Study

This research title is "The Dimensions of Work Stress among Expatriates in PETRONAS Carigali Sdn Bhd Malaysia (PCSB Malaysia)". In today's era of globalization, companies from different nationalities are trying to capture new markets and proving their presence all over the globe the value of expatriates increase significantly. However, the issue of work stress has increased dramatically among expatriates who have a negative impact on them and their work as well. For instance, people have been suffering from all types of diseases such as heart attack, back pain, neck pain, fatigue, high blood pressure, eye problem and many other diseases caused by work stress. As an MNC, PCSB Malaysia faced the phenomenon; where managing human resources in international business is not easy. For global organizations there is an increasing needs to get groups of managers from different nationalities to work together effectively either as enduring management teams or to resource specific projects addressing key business issues. Many organizations have found that bringing such groups of managers together can be problematic and performance is not always at the level required or expected. Performance is then related to workplace stress, which is the harmful physical and emotional response that occurs when there is a poor match between job demands and the capabilities, resources, or needs of the employees. Hence, the researcher chooses expatriates as a respondent for this study because most expatriates are challenged and excited to be in their new postings. They need to spend a lot of time at work since they are under pressure to adapt to the new culture and their overall responsibilities are often larger than they have experienced before.